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ABSTRACT 
Preliminary olculations using the computer code PARMELA indicate that it is possible to achieve peak currents on the 
ord%r of 1 kA using a thdonic-cathode rf gun and ballistic bunch compression. In contrast to traditional magnetic 
bunching schemes, ballistic bunch compession uses a series of rf cavities to modify the energy profile of the beam and 
properly chosen drifts to allow the bunching to occut naturally. The method, suitably modified should also be directly 
appi ide  to photoinjeua rf guns. Present wark is focusing 011 simultaamiy compfessing the bunch while reducing the 
emittance of the electron beam. At present, the calculated notmalized rms emittance is in the neighborhotxl of 
6.8 x mm d with a peak current of 0.88 kA, and a peak bunch charge of 0.28 nC from a thexmionic-cathade gun. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
High-brighmess electron beams - those with simultaneously high peak currents, low normaked transverse emittance, and 
low energy spread - are very desirable far both future linear colliders and as drhe beams far linac-based kee-eleuron 
lasers. The mad methods for generating such beams begin with good transverse emittances and modest mats. After 
some initial acceleration the beam is then CompTeSsed longitudinally to in=- the peak current. During this procedure 
care must be taken to preserve the transverse emittance. 

1.1 Bunch compressbn metbods 
The current method of choice fa generating high-brightness beams is the use of a photocathode rf gun to generate a low- 
emittance electron beam with modest beam current. The standard space-charge face decreases as y’, where y is the 
relativistic Lorentz facta. Bunch lengths are kept purposely long until the energy is high to retain low charge densities. 
This keeps spacecharge driven dilution ofthe emittance in check. Bunching is then achieved by giving the beam a suitable 
energy slew md passing it through a magnetic chicane. Depending on the final energy and the required peak wren4 this 
process may be repeated in two or more stages. Another magnetic bunching method that has been used SUCCeSSfllUy 
involves passing the beam generated by a thermionic-cathode rf gun through an a-magnet.’ This method takes advantage 
of the natural cnrrelation between energy and longitudinal position within the beam created by a thermionic-cathode gun; 
however, mainraining the transverse emittance in this process is difficult. 

1.2 Problems with bending techniques 
There is a problem common to all magnetic bunch compression techniques. Essentially, when the beam is being bent and 
longitudinally compressed, it is in a noninertial reference frame, and there is a component of the spae-charge farce, due to 
t&e noncancellation of the electric and magnetic fields, which does not scale inversely with beam energy. This noninedal 
space-charge face depends on the bend radius, length of the bunch, and peak current, but not the beam’s hentz  haor? 
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In practice, this would appear to place an upper limit on the atrainable brightness of electron beams, since this force wi l l  
tend to increase the beam emiaance as the peak current is increased independent of the beam energy. 

1 3  BPlllstkbdcompression 
AS an alternative metha an w o n  beam may be longitudinally compressed by placing a suitabie velocity spr& on the 
beam and allowing it to drift. Simplistically Speatcing, faster-moving partides at the rear ofthe bunch will OvertaLe dowet- 
moving particles at the head, and the bunch length wil l  cuntinue to decrease until the faster-moving particies owmike those 
moving mace skrwly, at which point the bunch length will  begin to increase again. Tbe process is known as ballistic 
compressioIl and has been used in klystrons for decades toproducebunchedbeams. To date, however, little work has been 
done towards using this method with a relativistic electron beam source such as an rf gun. Its primary advantage o w  
canventional magnetic bunching techniques is the lack of reliance on a magnetic field to perform bunching. Therefore, 
noninertial space-charge foroe is not an obstacle to achieving arbitrarily short bunch lengths. If one also keeps the 
transverse emittance in check, this method provides a powerful alternative to the 6rst stage of magnetic bunch cOmpTeSSion 
in the production of a high-brightness electron beam. 

2. THEORY OF BALLISTIC BUNCHING 

2.1 Nocharge, two-particle bmnching equation 

In ballistic bunch compression, particles at the tail of the bunch are given a larger velocity than particles at the head of the 
bun&. Afm passing through a drift space with a length determined by the relative velocity between the particles, the 
particles originally at the rear of the bunch will be in the same longitudinal plane as the particles at the head of the bunch. 
This is the point of maximum compression. Figure 1 illustrates the process. 
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Flgure 1. Two-particle ballistic bunching in the absence of space charge. Length of the arrows indicate the magnimde of 

the leading and trailing particle velocities. 

The two-particle relativistic ballistic bunching relationship. is 

where n. and n are the Larentz factors of the leading and trailing particles, respectively, 4 is the initial separation between 
the leading and &ailing particles; and 4 is the distance over which bunching takes place. 

As an example, consider an eleuron bunch 10 mm in length. This is seen in Figure 2, which exhibits the required y vs. 
longitudinal position within the bunch in order to obtain perfm bunching (in the absence of sjwx charge). Given a 
bunching distance of me metef, bunches with leading particle having = 3 and 5 both have way reasonable y vs. pition 
pro6les. The situatim changes when the bunching distance is reduced to H meter. The bunch with 7~ = 3 sti l l  has a 
reasonable profile. The bunch with n. = 5, however, cannot have a bunch length much longer than 10 nun, cx it is 
physically impossible for the bunch to fully compress within H m drift space. The profile exhibited for a leading n. = 5 and 
!h meter bunching dismce, while physically possible, would not easily be achievable in practice due to the large energy 
spread compared to the bunch length. 
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Figure 2. Lorentz factors required for perfect bunching for various leading particle y and initial trailing distances, given 
two different bunching distances. 

2.2 Otherfactors 
The simple calculations above indicate that ballistic bunch compression is at least within the realm of possibility, for 
reasonable choices of y. bunching distance, and initial bun& length. There are several immediately apparent problems with 
using ballistic bunch compression, however, which cannot be taken into account using the simple analysis shown abve. 

Fist, the simple fact that the beam is charged poses a difficulty. As the bunch is compressed, both the longitudinal and 
transverse spacechatge forces within the bunch wil l  increase. Since the ballistic bunch compression is taking place at low 
energy, this may act to increase the beam emittance and lower the efficiency of the bunch compression process. At higher 
beam energies the space-charge force is reduced but the required bunching distances can rapidly increase to the point of 
impracticality. 

Second, the beam generated by the cathode cell of a thermionic or photocathode rf gun is unliily to have the proper 
longitudinal energy distribution. One or more independently powered rf cavities must be used to properly modulate the 
beam for ballistic bunch compression. Pruper modulation will rely 011 proper matching between the beam profile leaving 
the cathode cell, the field profiles, strengths, and phases in the buncbing cavities, etc. Further, the energy modulation of a 
particular particle will be influenced by its velocity upon injection into the bunching cell(s), and h e  relative velocity spread 
within a bunch can be quite large in the case of a thermionic-cathode rf gun?' 

In a related problem, because the intent is more to provide an energy modulation or slew to the bunch rather thao to 
inciease the total kinetic energy ofthe bunch, the rfgun system will not be operating in a IC mode; therefore, portions ofthe 
bunch may be passing cell now m e s  when the field is at its peak value and radial rf fields are strong. This may have a 
deleterious effect upon the beam emittance. 
Finally, within a single longitudinal slice of the bunch, particles may have different energies depending on the particle's 
radial point of emission from the cathode. This effect alone will place an absolute lower limit on the achievable bunch 
length. 

3. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 
Although the mechanics of simulating a thermionic-cathode gun and a photocathode gun are m e w h a t  different, there are 
many shared problems and techniques. Problems co~nmon to both include the difliculties inherent with a dramatically 
changing longitudinal bunch size as a funaiopl of distance, proper representation of rf and static magnetic fields, etc. The 
overall methods of simulatim control, parameter optimization, and data analysis are also shared by both types of gun 
simulation. 



3.1 Commondifficulties 

Choice of a proper mesh for spacecharge calculations is critical to accurate modeling of an electron beam. PARMELA', 
the cumper code used in the majority of these simulations, uses a 2dimensional mesh for charge p i t i o n  to calmlare 
space-charge forcest. The mesh spacing of the spacecharge grid must be hne enough to accurately repfoduce the ma&c 
features of the bunch; but the overall number of mesh points should also be kept reasonable in arder to minimize run times 
and, indeed to permit the space-charge grid to fit within available cumputex meanmy. The optimal spacecharge grid also 
varies ovet time. A spacecharge grid with aEceptaMemesb spacing at the start ofthe bunch compressim drift space wiU be 
(given reasonable cunpressiOn) both far too large longitudinally and too coafse by the time the bunch r a t s  the end af the 
drift space. To deal with this Wculty, the mesh dimensions are varied during the colpse of the simulation. A "test'* beam 
is propagated (without space charge) through a reasonable n u m b  of steps. The particle distribution is analyzed to obtain 
mesh parameters used topropagate the "real" beam through the samenumber of steps. The "real" beam is then usedas the 
basis for the next 'W beam propagation, and so forth. Far both photccathode and theamionic cathode simulations, the 
mesh spacing is cham such that no more than 5% of the total charge is encompassed in a single longitudinal mesh 
spacing. For a thermionic cathode gun simulation, the mesh extent is chasen to en can^ at least 50% of the beam. This 
is not as poar an approximation as it might sound at first, because most ofthe negleaedcharge is contained in the low- 
energy tail and may be safely neglected. The 50% figure is a cumpromise between acclnacy and the cunpumicmal speed. 
For a photocathode simulation, the mesh extent is chosen to encumpass all of the beam. Similar mesh parameter selection 
can be done in the radial dimension as well. 

The choice of boundary amditions at the cell-t-ll interface for rf guns operating in a x-mode is relatively 
straightforward. More~ver, what cell-to-cell coupling does exist merely tends to slightly raise or lower the field strengths in 
adjacent cells. The choice becomes somewhat more questionable when the gun is taken out of a x-mode, as is done in 
ballistic bunch compression. In this case the cell-to-cell coupling can have an effect on the beam distribution. This is due 
to an effective phase shift as well as field strength change in the adjacent cells when coupling is taken into account6 Since 
the phase and field strengths of the bunching cells are independently controlled, however, the effective phase shift should 
pose no real difficulties. 
As for the choice of boundary conditims influencing simulation results, the simulatims have been carried out with both 
Dirichiet and Neumann boundary conditions used when generating the field protiles; little dif€erence in ObtainaMe 
bunching was observed. (Thee were small differences in required phases and field strengths, but nothing large enough to 
indicate that the choice of boundary conditions was vital. Again, the flexibiiity of having independently controlled cavities 
allows one to compensate for many things.) 

3.2 Common techniques 

There are a large number of adjustabie parameters in any rf gun simulation. For these simulations, the adjustabie 
parameters include the microwave field strength in the cathode cell; the current density fiom the cathode; cathode radius 
(to an extent); the number of bunching cells; fieid profile and magnitude in the bunching cell(@; the phase relationships 
between the cells; and the length of the drift spaces, not only following the last cell but also between the cells. A schematic 
of such a beamline is shown in Figure 3. In addition, for a photocathode gun the starting phase and, to an extent, duration 
of the electron emission is variable. Fmally, mils may be used to provide beam focusing and emittance compensation 
control; both mil current and longitudinal position along the beamline may be varied. performing a grid search ova all of 
these parameters would be impractical. Therefore, a new computer code was written to perform parameter optimization 
using the downhill-simplex method. This code, overiord, repeatedly runs PARMELA to determine the optimum 
parameters for bunch compression, given a description of the beamline and information as to which parameters may be 
varied. overlord can optimize the bunch length, emittance, or a nannalized brighmess factor using any of several W m t  
methods for calculating thaw quantities. Simulations are performed using PARMELA with the 2d mesh-based spas?- 
charge calculation and adaptive longitudinal grid size approach described above. A second code, pest, was written to 
perform the adaptive mesh parameter beam propagation desaibed above. pest exists in two forms: as a stand-alone 
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PARMELA also provides a fully 3 - 6  point-tepoint space-charge calculation, but in this mode simulation run time is 
related to the square of the number of particles. It is impractical for this particular problem. 



program and as a suhoutine incxxporated into overlord. In its standalone fam, it should operate properly with any valid 
PARMELA input file. 

Solenoid Coils 

Figure 3. Sample of a simple beamhe - used in bunch compression simulations. All simulations include at least one 
cathode and one full celt some simulations also include additional full cells and solenoid coils. 

Initial simulations of both types of guns are carried out witbout space charge; this is dooe to quickly deteamine the 
approximate values of the apEimized parameters. These rough values can in turn be used as a starting point for 
optimizations performed with space charge and the adaptive grid parameter method, saving considerable time. 
Simulations of both themimicathode and photocathode guns have been perfumed with the partial (cathode) and full cell 
protiles shown below.' Figures 4 and 5 are plots of the cavity ctoss sectioos and longi- field strength along the axis 
far the cathode and full cells, respectively. This gun design was originally created for use with a thermionic cathode in an 
a-magnet bunch cunpessm scheme. The cavity designs, however, are reasoaaMy good at controlling emittance growth 
and have prm to be reasoaaMe initial geanetrieS for these simulatims. As an alternative, initial thermiooic-cath& gun 
simulations that allow the full cell field profile to vary (by optimizing on the spatial harmonic content of the field) show 
promise that alternate cell designs may pe&rm better fa ballistic bunch compression. As a final statement, thexe is no 
guarantee that both photoinjector and thermionicathode gun systems would have the same ideal field profile; however, 
there is some indication that this may be so. 
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Figure 4. Cathode cell (a) cross section and (b) on-axis field as a function of axial position. 



Figure 5. Full a l l  (a) CTOSS section and (b) on-axis fgld as a function of axial position. 

3.3 Thermicmk-cathode gun simulations 
There are two difficulties associated with the simulation of a thermionic-cathode rf gun, both relating to the continuous 
nature of electron emission frcm the cathode. Fifst, because a thermionic cathode is always emitting electrons, the 
velocities of particles in the cathode cell of a therrnioniccatbode gun range frcm effectively zero to almost lightspeed. A 
code that takes into account only particle p i t i o n  aud not current flow can encounter difficulty in dealing with such a beam. 
Seamd, the beam is typically long - on the ader of 40 - 50 ps - which, if the mesh has fixed spacing throughout its extent, 
requires a large number of mesh points to adequately encompass the beam extent. 

Since PARMELA does not take into account Current flow in its grid-based space-charge cal&tions, and because the point- 
tepoint space-charge calculation would take too long, a separate code is used to propagate the eleuron beam fram the 
thermionic cathode to the exit of the cathode cell. This code, spiffe, is a fully self-consistent particle-incell code and 
incotpcaates the interaction of the beam with the cavity fields as well as with the space charge and current flow. It does 
require significant amounts of computer time and memory, bowever, and is therefore not used to simulate the entire 
beamline. By the time the beam reaches the exit of the catbode cell, those particles which wi l l  be useful in ballistic bunch 
compression can be adequately tracked via PARMELA. The disadvantage to this approach' is that overlord cannot directly 
control the cathode radius, catbode emission current density, a cathode cell field strength. Drawing some analogies and 
lessons &om the photocathode simulations, however, the most cammonly used beam distribution was generated with peak 
on-axis field gradient of 50 W / m ,  a 3 mm-radius cathode, and a cathode emission current density of 40 Alan'. We are 
working on an analytical model for beam distributions from the cathode cell, to allow overlord to oprimize those 
parameters as well. 

The beamline from the exit of the cathode cell to the measurement point is simulated using PARMELA. In general, it is 
assumed that all rf cavities in the line, with the exception of the cathode cell, share the same field profile. If the field profile 
of the full ceil(s) is being optimized, the field is represented by Fourier coefficients; otherwise a field distribution generated 
by SUPERFISH is used In this prelimhary investigation, emittance compensation coils have not been generally used with 
the thermionic-cathode gun simulations. The exit aperture of the rf cavities is taken to be 0.508 an in radius, and the radii 
of all drift spaces are 1.25 cm. 

3.4 Photocathode gun simulations 

In a typical photoinjectcx simulation, the total electron emissim time is on the order of 10 ps or less. In this regime, 
PARMELA'S method of space-charge calculatim is reasonably accurate, and there is no need to use spiffe to propagate the 



beam fiam the photocathode to the exit of the cathode cell. Also, a shorter longitudinal mesh (which does not imply a 
coarser mesh spacing) may be used than with a thermioniccathode simulation. 

Unlike a thermionic cathode the electron emission fram a photocathode is effectively gated by the timing between the rf 
field in the cavity and the drive lasgx. Likewise, the temporal (a longitudind) and radiai protiles of the beam are 
controlled by the shape of the incident laser pulse, whereas a theamionic cathode emits electraw m a  a less u u i f d y  
over the entire cathode surhce and continuously ova all time. For these simulations the drive k pulse is assumed to be 
square and flat-topped that is, uniform electron emission in time and over the radius of the spot. In several of the 
Optimization runs pedormed, overlord was allowed to vary the phase o f k t  between the drive laser pulse and the rf field in 
the cathode cell, as wellas the Saength of tbe rffield in the cathodecell. 

The field profile of the cathode cell is generated using SuPERFlsH, and the space-charge computation while the beam is in 
the cathode cell assumes a metal pfate at z = 0 to simulate the back wall ofthe cathode cell. The remaindex ofthe beamline 
is treated identically to that used in the thermionic-cathode gun simulations, including the ability to optimize on the Fourier 
space-harmonic coefficients of tbe full cell field prof&. 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Many opthimiions have been perfarmed on both thermiOniccathode and photocatbode rf gun systems, and throughout the 
proms the opthization and space-charge grid control metbods have been oootinuously refine& "be tesults presented 
below in sane senserepresent the "best" we have todate in tenns of our modeling procedure and wese done using the latest 
version of overlocd and the cbarge density mesh adaptation routines. Fortmately, once past the initial learning phase, the 
c a l c m  results did not degrade too severely with successive refinements of the simulation procedm. 

4.1 Tbermionic-cathode guns 

Figure Ha) shows the beam kinetic energy vs. exit time for the beam exiting the cathode cell, generated by Spure assuming 
40 Nan2 caxrent emissiion density. a 3 mm-radius cathode, and 50 Mvlm peak field. Figure 6(b) is the current vs. cathode 
cell exit time h m  the same simulation. All of the results fram the thdonic-cathode cell simulations presented below 
used this distribution as the input into PARMELA, which has just over 1 UC being emitted from the cathode cell pex rf 
pericd. The sligbt thickness of the cwes in both plots is not an artifact; rather, it results &om the variation in field 
strength over the cathode radius. 
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Figure 6. Typical spiffe output of (a) beam kinetic energy and (b) current vs. exit time from the cathode cell &own in 
Figure 4. For this simulation, the peak accelerating gradient was 50 MV/m, the cathode radius was 3 mm, and the current 

density from the cathode was 40 ~/cm'. 



The distribution shown in Figure 6 was propagated through two full rf cells using optimized field strength and phase 
parameters, and an optimized drift distance following the secood full cell, with the optimizer instructed to maximize the 
amount of charge contained within a 0.2 ps window. In this simulation no attempt was made at using solenoids to 
compensate growtb m nOfmalized tramverse emittance. The results are shown in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) shows partick 
kinetic energy vs. time of exit at the end ofthe beamline, and Eigure 7@) shows peak clPrent as a function of time within 
the bunch. The jmJi current bas bem increased by mote tban an d e r  of magnitude to 0.88 kA. Normalized mu 
emittance ofthe beam within the region dpeakaarent is 6.8 xmm mrad, and the charge under that peak is approximaely 
0.28 nC. The total charge reaching the end of the beamline is approximately 0.8 nC, with the loss of 0.2 nC occLprjn8 
mainly on the nose cooesof tk fullceh. Mostof the lost particles are &om the lowenergy tail. 
Using this same beamline arrangement., it is possible to generate beams With lower peak currents and lower emittanas by 
using aiternate field strength and phase settings in the full cells. So there is in some seas a trade between beam emittance 
and peak current, and in fact it may be mare useful to define a "brightness" parameter in tenus of the eventual requitementS 
for the beam. For instance, in the case of a single-pass 6reeelectron laser it may be more realistic to maximize a brightness 
defined as the ratio of peak c m n t  to beam emittance. 

Figure 7. PARMELA output of (a) beam kinetic energy and (b) current vs. exit time at the end of the beamlime. 
The simulation used as input the beam shown in Figure 6 and two Ni cells for energy modulation. 

4.2 Pbotoeptbodeguns 
Figure 8 shows the resuits of propagating a 1 nC bunch, originally of 10 ps duration, through a beamline consisting of a 
cathode cell, two full cells, and a drift space. The emissiOrr start time, field strength in all cells, field phases in the full cells, 
and length of the final drift space were all optimized to generate these results. The cathode and N1 cell designs were the 
Same as those used in the therxniouiccathode gun simulations and shown above. The peak current achieved, 2.3 kA, is very 
reasonable for a first attempt, but the emittance, 6.1 IC mm m a d  (normalized rms), is too high. These calculations weze 
done without the use of emi#ance ampensation coils, however, and it is expeaed that their incorporation wil l  help to 
reduce the final beam emittance withcmt ovetly degrading the longitudinal compression. Total charge under the peak is 
approximately 0.57 nC, with sane of the beam lost on the nose cones of the rf cells and the remaindex in the tails of the 
exiting beam. A redesign of the rf cells will probably help to improve beam transport through the gun and to increase the 
amount of charge under the peak. Since WQ is not a problem at these moderate field strengths, a simple enlarging of the 
apertures could work to achieve higher total charge delivery, Care would have to be taken to avoid increasing cell-to-cell 
coupling-induced problems, however. 
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Figure 8. PARMELA output of (a) beam kinetic energy and (b) current vs. exit time at the end of the beamline, assuming a 
photocathode with 2 mm radius, 1 nC charge, and emission over 10 ps, and using two full cells for energy modulation. 

4.3 Summary of opthized parameters and results 
The optimized parameters and the results obtained are listed in Table 1. The g s  refer to the peak on-axis field strength in 
the n-th cell, with cell 0 being the cathode cell. The phase offsets of the cells are given by the Qa’s, using the cathode cell 
phase as a reference. Ld is the drift length following the last full cell; the bunch peak curreat is measured at the end of this 
drift. For the photocathode, Q0 and A@ ref& to the starting phase and duratim of electron emission fram the photocathode, 
respectively, these are not applicable for the t h d o n i c  cathode. The cathode radius in mm is given by r4. Q d  is the 
total charge emitted fnm the cathode, zmd%is the charge un& the compressed peak at the end ofthe beamline. h i s  
the peak current reaxded, and ~ 0 ~ s  is the normalized rms emittance for the portion ofthe beam undex the cuttent peak. 
Field strengths and phases which are bold-faced were allowed to vary in obtaining the results shown. 

Cathode Eo @O A@ rc* El E? @ Ld Qclth & &eat EnJlMs 
MV/m deg. deg. mm MVlm deg. MV/m deg. an nC nC amps IIMm 

thermionic 50.0 n/a d a  3 I 62.8 83 72.0 268 353 1.0 0.28 880 6.8 7c 
nhoto 543 I 20.5 10 2 I 62.1 85 71.4 266 36.0 1.0 0.57 2300 6.1 K 

Table 1. Parameters used in the above simulations. Bold-faced entries represent optimized values of parameters allowed to 
vary during the simulation. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Resultstodate 

The results of the calculations shown above indicate that ballistic bunch comptession is a viable alternative or augmentation 
to more traditional magnetic bunch cumpression. The results obtained with the thermionic-cathode gun simulations are 
particularly encouraging, since they show that thermionic-cathode guns may in fau be able to perfarm as well as 
photocathode guns in sane applications. This has implications for self-ampWed spootaneous emission fiee-eleuron Iaser 
experiments whm requirements cannot be satisfied with cooventimal thermionic-cathode guns, but for which a high- 
performance photocathode gun would be too expensive. 

5.2 Futureplans 
Computationally, the studies of both thermimic-cathode- and photocathode-based guns will be continued. In particular, the 
effects of adding emittance compensation to the photocathode guns will be investigated, as well as the possibility of 



providing emittance canpensatim to the thermionic gun. The field profiles of the full cells will be optimized not d y  far 
peak beam m a t  but f a  peak ”brighmess” as well, defined as peak ment/dttance, fcr both thermioniccathode and 
photocathode gms. It is also interesting to note that the fully optimized phokxathode and thexmimic-cathode guns have 
the full cells approximately 180 dew apart and wry similar fidd strengths, similar to a d i k e  mode. One possibility 
would be tolock these twocells h t o a  true Ir-modebut vary the spadng betwleen them in an attempt to simplifv the r f e  
system that wouidbe needed to drive such agun. 

Development will continueon the aualytkal modeling ofthebeam profiles at the exit ofthe cathode cell. To date, sevezal 
spllle-generated beam pdles  can be described to witbin 1% lcmgi-y and 5% transversely, by relatively simple 
functions. “be same functims caa be used to describe behavia over a reasooaMy wide range of catbode cell field saength 
and ament emissim densities, nsing di€&ent fitted parameters. If the fitted parameters are fcnmd to vary snoothly oyet a 
range of field strengths and Current densities, the model can be used to generate beam distributions from the cathode ceil 
without the need to run spiffe. This in turn will permit the overlord simulation to mcre completely optimize a thermionic 
cathode gun. 
Experimentally, we are designing a bunch cOmpteSSion test stand far the purpose of evaluating several bunch compression 
methods in conjunction with diffaent types ofrfguns. The design ofthe stand wi l l  be as modular as possible, with gun 
design testing proceeding in stages. That is, first the behaviar of the caihode cell alone will be fully dbaractetized, 
including measlpements of eanittauce, beam energy as a function of beam ament and microwave power input, bunch 
length, etc. These measureanem wil l  be repeated as additional rf cavities are added to the beamline. In this manna the 
experimental test of ballistic lnmch compression will proceed in a piecewise M i o n ,  instead of attempting to start witb a 
completed system and generate a c o m p r d  bunch from the outset. Tbis wil l  not only help to enme that each portion of 
the system is behaving as expeued, but wil l  also provide a more detailed mapping of wetau system performance under 
varying conditions. The prehinary design of the bunch compression test stand will be reported elsewhere. 
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